Congratulations on your VECELO purchase! You can be assured in the quality of your product and our manufacturer’s warranty. Before using this product, read manual carefully and then keep it for future reference.

Contact us: support@vecelo.com
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Read all instructions prior to use

Notice:

1. The product must only be used for its intended purpose as described in this manual. The product may not be combined, fitted or repaired with other parts, accessories or spare parts other than those described in this manual or other documentation published by VECELO.

2. Do not use in the vicinity of or in contact with fire sources/hot surfaces, such as fire, burning cigarettes or hot lamps. Although the product has undergone fire testing, it could become damaged if it comes into contact with naked flames.

3. Avoid combining the product with other fully covering plastic protectors. The cover’s vapour permeability may be affected. This product is not intended for medical use.

4. New memory foam may initially have a slight odor, it is completely harmless and will dissipate over a short time with regular use. To expedite odor dissipation, remove and wash the cover and place the pillow in a cool ventilation location.
VECELO contour memory foam gel pillow has ventilation, antibacterial advantages. Added Gel Sheet for body temperature management resulting in optimum sleeping comfort. It captures and diffuses heat to reduce tossing and turning and create a cool pleasant feeling at night. It can improve sleep quality and treat the cervical syndrome in certain effect. Also optimum support for your body while sleeping. This supportive pillow fit for your cervical spin and can relieve your neck, head, shoulder tightness, pressure and pain, protect and improve your posture. Memory foam shapes you into the perfect sleeping position. You will not have the feeling of being vacant and oppressed for the enhanced support pillow designed ergonomically.

VECELO pillows are made with the adaptable, inventive memory foam. It makes you feel comfortable and breathable while sleeping. Every single night sleep's best friend. Your better choices for every night for the pillow's massage can accelerate the blood circulation when you sleep. It also can improve sleep quality, reduce snoring, and has assist treatment for insomnia. You'll be surprised at our memory foam pillows in your sleep.
For a product of daily use, your health is always the most important. VECELO contour memory foam pillow will make your sleep deep, enjoy your sleep every night.

### 1.2 Product description

**OPTIMAL VECELO MEMORY FOAM GEL PILLOW**

The VECELO Pillow is a high quality, anatomically shaped sleeping pillow designed in accordance with ergonomic principles to support the head and neck.

**Filling:** 80D Viscose elastic memory foam + Gel  
**Cover:** Polyurethane-coated polyester fabric outer cover and anti-mite inner cover  
**Size:** 13.8*23.6*4.3/3.5in  
**Warranty:** 1 year  
**Model Number:** MFP-1280G

### 1.3 Unpacking

When unpacking, check that no parts are damaged. If any damage is found, contact support@vecelo.com before using the product.

### 2 Washing Care

It is important to follow the instructions below before the product is used for another user. If you have any doubt what to do, mail us via support@vecelo.com.  
Only the coat can be washed, pillow core cannot be washed.
VECELO Memory foam gel pillow is made of premium gel, this sheet is super soft and supple, which provides great comfort during sleeping and reduces pressure on the face. No Phthalates, lead and BPA-free.

- **Attention**
  - **DO NOT IRON** (This will damage the coat)
  - **DO NOT USE BLEACH** (This will damage the coat)
  - **DO NOT DRY CLEAN** (Harsh chemicals used in dry cleaning will damage the coat)
We’d Love to Hear from You!

VECELO cherish the voice of every customer. Share your thoughts with us and get a $10 gift card reward.

**Step 1:** Send your thoughts with order ID to support@vecelo.com

**Step 2:** Receive our $10 gift card rewards right now

---

How to find us?
Customer Service (24/7)

Have trouble with the product? Email us at support@vecelo.com for help. We will get in touch within 24 hours for better customer experience. We have the VECELO Warranty and always stand behind our products.

**Email:** support@vecelo.com

**Website:** www.vecelo.com